
Who Is Lee Yoo-Mi? 

In the Netflix unique series "240 Squid Game," Lee Yoo-Mi plays Ji Yeong, a young lady who attempts to 

save her companions from a forthcoming shark assault. She was conceived 18 July 1994 in Jeonju-si, 

South Korea. She has been showing up in Asian-themed TV programs and motion pictures beginning 

around 2007. 
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240 

In the Squid Game, the player forfeits their life to help a more youthful squid called Player 067. The 

person initially shows up in episode four and is important for the determination cycle for the back-and-

forth contest. He has an individual story that is like a kid's. He is told not to pick a female accomplice in 

the atomic gathering, and winds up forfeiting himself to save the existence of another squid. 

The Squid Game is an intense game that makes you strive to get by. The principal game, Red Light, 

Green Light, is the ideal method for trimming down the field. The greater part of the hopefuls bite the 

dust before the main round is done. Thus, to see an incredible clash, get a Squid Game versatile cover. 

MugArt is the ideal spot to track down one of these covers. 

Player 001 

The name of Player 001 in the 240 Squid Game is Oh Il-nam, a man who is otherwise called the "main 

man" in the series. He is the maker and the primary player of the game. He additionally stands firm on 

the footing of Front Man and the main individual in all parts of life. Thus, his part in the Squid Game is 

pretty much as significant as his personality's. 

Gi-hun is a model and an entertainer from South Korea. He played the personality of Seong Gi-hun in the 

240 Squid game. His group dominated the initial three matches, and he didn't utilize any of his rewards. 

Lee Jung-jae was brought into the world in 1972 in Seoul. He is presently a famous entertainer in South 

Korea. He has been featuring in numerous Korean TV shows, and has likewise featured in a few 

Hollywood movies. 

Player 001's technique 

In the South Korean show "The Squid Game," the gamer Ji-yeong purposely loses the Squid Game, which 

prompts a destructive back-and-forth. The more seasoned man, Il-nam, drives the other group with two 

more modest ladies. Il-nam clears up his ideal methodology for the group, which might have come from 

his experience as an observer. 

Player 001's genuine name is Oh Il-nam, as uncovered in the last episode. The name means "first man." 

This is a reference to how he is the first "player" in the Squid Game and the maker of the game. His 

position is high among watchmen, and he is the "Front Man" or number one man all around. 

In the following episode, the characters endeavor to coexist with one another. Sae-Byeok is the player 

with the most companions, and both of them play the game together. The two of them have 

comparable histories. Gi-hun is a partner of 001, while Ali is the only one with whom he conflicts. In any 

case, in the following episode, Player 001's procedure is addressed when he makes an arrangement for 
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Ali to dominate the match. This brings up issues about the thought processes of Sang-charm. Likewise, 

he intends to commit long helped self destruction, which brings up issues about his psychological state. 

Sang-charm's fast reasoning 

At the point when he is in a basic circumstance during the Tug of War, Sang-charm's fast reasoning 

recoveries his group. He first intends to leave the game, yet is immediately different in the wake of 

perceiving how much cash he has aggregated in his stash. He attempts to persuade Sae-Byeok to work 

with him, yet she is excessively savvy for him. Sang-charm is likewise equipped for controlling 

individuals. 

His mom enlightened a shop guest concerning his accomplishments in school, including getting into the 

world class Seoul University. The mother let the guest know that Sang-charm concentrated on extremely 

hard and procured great scores on the public state administered test. This was the brilliant ticket in 

Sang-charm's life. He likewise needed to keep his name as an effective man. Then one day, he met a 

secretive man named Oh Il-nam. 


